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“The consciousness of play being “only a pretend” does not by any means prevent it from proceeding with the 
utmost seriousness, with an absorption, a devotion that passes into rapture and, temporarily at least, completely 
abolishes that troublesome “only” feeling. ... Play turns to seriousness and seriousness to play. Play may rise to 
heights of beauty and sublimity that leave seriousness far beneath.

- Johan Huizinga”

Huizinga, J. (1949). Homo Ludens: A Study of the Play-Element of Culture. London: Routledge & Kegan Paul. P.8.



ARTIST STATEMENT

In the era of information explosion with high-speed networks and broadband, a new culture of virtual existence has been 
constructed seemingly real yet unreal. The culture of video games looks like a tag; however, it is rooted in our society, 
between the new and the old, the intrinsic and the extrinsic, and the genuine and the fake. Thus, my work attempts to reflect
these phenomena.

My current practice sets out to explore the increasingly blurred distinction between our corporal real world with the ever-
encroaching technical and digital world that we inhabit through our everyday existence. As a gamer with a software 
engineering background, I am prone to become immersed and lost at times between these two worlds. My paintings 
incorporate many registers from video games, augmented reality and virtual reality combined with observational rendering. 
Alongside painting on canvas my art practice includes audio, digital photography and various media.

I have enjoyed interpreting ideas surrounding "play" and "pretending", which Johan Huizinga has described in his book, 
Homo Ludens: Study of the Play Element in Culture, (1949). 'Pretending' is one of the core elements of “play”, as well as 
in the contemporary art world. Under the function of make-believe, it questions, evokes and plays with viewers' attention, 
creating new registers of beauty and sublimity while audiences synchronise and position themselves in these both familiar 
and oddly familiar worlds. Painting allows me to incorporate the depiction of real, ordinary and everyday life with imagined 
spaces and surfaces of the built environment in new compositions. Within my art practice, I invite viewers to this "magic 
circle" to populate and rethink the relationship between technology and ourselves.



Paintings

I pretend to be a graffiti artist, 
roaming in the city, searching a 
corner to be going to paint, but I 
realise that I only do the graffiti on 
the canvas, digital images, and 
videos. This behaviour of mixed 
reality and virtual reality represents a 
psychological state of obsession.

Untitled (Pandemic), 2021, 91×72 cm (x2 in each), acrylic 
colour on canvas.

https://blogs.ed.ac.uk/s1992595_tpg-practices-2020-2021sem1/wp-content/uploads/sites/2387/2021/03/DSC_0094-scaled.jpg


Student Village, 2021, 90×70 cm (x2 in each), acrylic colour
on canvas.

Edinburgh University’s Student Village 
was a venue that allows students to study 
and learn in a safe, socially distanced 
environment during the pandemic. This 
two-stories controversial studying lounge 
was erected in Bristo Square where I live 
nearby. I saw it every day when I went out, 
but it looks like it does not belong there. I 
tried to do graffiti on the wall of Student 
Village on paintings to let it respond to the 
surroundings and my life.

https://blogs.ed.ac.uk/s1992595_tpg-practices-2020-2021sem1/wp-content/uploads/sites/2387/2021/07/DSC_0814-scaled.jpg


Rooftop Playing Ground 2, 2020, 91×72 cm (x2 in each), 
acrylic colour on canvas.

A graffiti with a classic video game 
scene is showing on the wall of a 
rooftop. The regular patterns of 
external wall tiles, water meters, and 
pipes combined with video game 
graffiti create a singular atmosphere.

https://blogs.ed.ac.uk/s1992595_tpg-practices-2020-2021sem1/wp-content/uploads/sites/2387/2020/11/DSC_9840-scaled.jpg


Images

One Nation under PS, 
2021, digital repaint on 
Photoshop. (30/03/2021 
revision)



One Nation under GIMP, 
2021, digital repaint on 
Photoshop. (30/03/2021 
revision)



Rooftop playing ground (image), 
2021, digital repaint on 360-
degree image.

https://vincecheng0816.wordpress.com/rooftop-playing-ground-part-4-panorama-image-20210221-revision/


Rooftop Playing Ground 1, 2020, 60x90 cm, digital repaint on Photoshop (14/11/2020 
revision)



Gate Gods, 2020, digital 
repaint on Photoshop. 
(03/12/2020 revision)



Videos

Rooftop playing ground (animation with audio), 2021, 
1’23”. (audio produced on the last 
semester)(different perspectives, panorama and VR)

https://youtu.be/8bql8RRIMdQ

https://youtu.be/wCY_4Krmkn0

https://youtu.be/8bql8RRIMdQ
https://youtu.be/wCY_4Krmkn0
https://youtu.be/8bql8RRIMdQ
https://youtu.be/wCY_4Krmkn0


My Studio – Video diary 
(animation), 2021, 1’40”.

https://youtu.be/-0SV35_0tCA

https://youtu.be/-0SV35_0tCA
https://youtu.be/-0SV35_0tCA


Untitled (Pandemic) - audio, 2021, 10’00”.

Audio work

https://soundcloud.com/2ji1exspzcy3/untitledpamdemic

Rooftop Playing Ground - audio, 2020, 10’00”.

https://soundcloud.com/2ji1exspzcy3/vince-rooftop-playing-ground20201129

https://soundcloud.com/2ji1exspzcy3/untitledpamdemic
https://soundcloud.com/2ji1exspzcy3/untitledpamdemic
https://soundcloud.com/2ji1exspzcy3/vince-rooftop-playing-ground20201129
https://soundcloud.com/2ji1exspzcy3/vince-rooftop-playing-ground20201129


Websites
Scanning 2D bar code on the painting (Untitled and Student Village) directs audiences to a
website which can allow them to draw their versions of graffiti.

https://vincecheng-art-
practice.blogspot.com/p/untitle
d-pandemic.html

https://vincecheng-art-
practice.blogspot.com/p/student-
village.html?zx=6a8beda5539e6e
f0

https://vincecheng-art-practice.blogspot.com/p/untitled-pandemic.html
https://vincecheng-art-practice.blogspot.com/p/student-village.html?zx=6a8beda5539e6ef0
https://vincecheng-art-practice.blogspot.com/p/untitled-pandemic.html
https://vincecheng-art-practice.blogspot.com/p/student-village.html?zx=6a8beda5539e6ef0


Exhibition

Mixed exhibition methods –Graffiti, Painting, VR, and AR

Under the previous COVID-19 situation, I was too optimistic about the physical graduate show. Originally, I 
wanted to use a mixed display method to display my work. My graffiti on the wall is a kind of 
frame/container for my paintings, and for the digital images, videos. The artwork will be presented in the 
formats of physical paintings, AR (with apps) and VR (with VR headsets). 

However, under consideration of reality and pragmatism, I hope to present in a traditional way combined 
with technology to reflect current phenomena, a physical painting and an application on mobile device with 
AR. This is also a method of my art practice to present the increasingly blurred distinction between our 
corporal real world and digital world.



Exhibition in the studio



Exhibition on Android mobile devices

• This exhibition application utilises Augmented Reality to show 
different works of art in different environments. This practice on 
mobile devices tries to encourage audiences to walk out of the 
gallery to explore the artwork in the outdoor environment. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvDuUgWpJX4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvDuUgWpJX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvDuUgWpJX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvDuUgWpJX4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mvDuUgWpJX4


• download link:
• https://vincecheng0816.wordpress.com/game-graffiti-vr-and-ar-2021/

https://vincecheng0816.wordpress.com/game-graffiti-vr-and-ar-2021/
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